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Series 9-10 1299 Footy  (185 +) JUNE 2014  
Supplied by  reflectionspjh@blueyonder.co.uk 

A fine R/C racing hull for construction in the home 

workshop from vacuum formed styrene, now ‘Pet G’ 

 prepared for advanced modellers who are already 

familiar with the Footy design. There are many designs 

Hull and Sails and the 1299 is simply made to be be 

raced at any level.  Here is the popular latest version 

Mk10 in clear ‘PET G’ ready to spray paint on the inside 

over the 1299 sticky flash, after brush painting to 

waterline (optional). 

We have enjoyed the benefits of many levels sailing and 

modeling experience and the knowledge of keen 

members of Birmingham Model Yacht Club with this 

Footy.    www.beam.to/bmyc  continued input we hope to 

enjoy the chance to win races  within current Footy rules.   

The vacuum Formed  hull parts ready to make a racing 

Footy. Now we have professionally made laser cut rudder 

& fin with centrifugally cast lead ballast.  There are other 

parts supplied in the kit for assembly, see accompanying 

price list. Final elements you will certainly find at Mikes 

Models in the Midlands, (0121 360 4521) including a basic 2.4 gig 2 channel radio control at a very good 

price. Hextronic MG14 serrvos are currently available at Hobby King. Experienced modellers will no doubt 

find their own preferences with balance, mast/keel position, Rudder etc. Sails are another very important 

development which Graham Tite has lead us into success in racing this class. We all try to beat him! 

SOME OF THESE VAC FORMS HAVE A CLEAR PROTECTIVE PLASTIC COVER. 

REMEMBER TO REMOVE this covering ONLY ON THE GLUEING AREAS AT THE LATEST 

MOMENT. 

START BY Cutting the individual forms from the supporting sheet, leaving a workable web at the base 

all around each component to facilitate marking out for an accurate final cut with scissors. 

Tests  on VARIOUS SUITABLE ADHESIVES! Earlier Styrene molds fixed well with ‘Solvent’ 

glues Using Polypipe Gel Solvent from Plumbers merchant for Hull/Deck. Super Glue should NOT be used 

here. Obtain at Halfords or on line:- Evo-Stik ‘SERIOUS GLUE’ 33Gm tube works with STYRENE &  

STICKS THE NEW ‘PET G’  Hull and deck (NOTE - nothing else will be as good) .                                                     

PREPARATION of  Styrene ( below, photos ) & transparent  ‘PET G’ 

HULL…Mark out as shown on 

flat surface. Aim to remove the forming radius completely, leaving the ‘waist’ up stand flat to fit into the 

Deck for a glue line. You may have to file the transom corners and radius the gunwales for a perfect mating 

fit to allow for variations in the thickness and radii of corners in the Vacuum formings. 

mailto:reflectionspjh@blueyonder.co.uk
http://www.beam.to/bmyc
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1. DECK Mark a line at 6m/m DEPTH on a flat surface over the web of scrap 

(photo) for an accurate final cut. Remove ‘Waste forming flange’ then work 

to your line for a final accurate cut from the outside this will give a 6mm 

vertical skirt to glue over the hull. 
2. You should now have a nice level glue line all round the DECK/HULL 

equal in height both sides (Remove the protective film only on glue area ). 

3. HULL apply 1299  decals 11mm parallel and down from top edge of hull 

(picture) (Specify with order REVERSE COPY for INSIDE hull) Mark 

Unitt http://www.munitt.co.uk/store/1299f.html for your order and his 

instructions for application. 

4. PAINT INSIDE DECK AND HULL NOW !!!! let patiently dry  
5. DECK Cut out the Hatch hole, leaving the inside up stand. (modeling knife,  

and small shavings, Dremmel high speed rotary cutter is useful here. 

6. Now fit the .5mm Stainless steel wire preformed deck fairleads’ (one for each 

mast) 2 X .5mm holes each, Glue under deck and cover with reinforcing 

strips, see pictures. And method in pictures at the end of instructions.  

7.  HATCH COVER (one is a spare) Mark out on the 

inside, cut with scissors from the outside to facilitate a snug level 

fit into the DECK. 

8. The CENTRE LINE is marked on the  Transom.  

9. Cut the 2 

pintle slots in the 

transom using .5mm 

pilot drill holes (3) 

see extra pictures 

below, ready for the 

bent and drilled 

rudder pintle .5m/m brass sheet.  1.5m/m Diameter 

stainless pintle and a brass tube insert within the rudder for 

a bearing will make it perfect. See drawings and pictures 

below… 

10. When the formed pintle mount is glued into the 2 

transom slots from the inside, a small sideways correction 

movement space will help align to a square when the hull 

is placed upside down upon a flat surface with the pin 

inserted, CENTRALLY, Glue with Evo-Stik Serious glue, 

(other glues will not hold ) place reinforcing strip  inside as in picture  which will be stronger with a 

good knee like glue support inside at the keel. All this before gluing the deck in place will guard 

against rough or accidental handling of the mounted rudder 

during sailing. See picture and wedge .. right 

To keep pressure 

while the glue 

sets. 

 

 

 

 

 

Glue the deck 

to the hull, 

http://www.munitt.co.uk/store/1299f.html
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first remove the protective clear plastic sheet on the glue line around the gunwale 

if present.    

 Have you fitted the mainsheet 

fairleads with reinforcement 

into the deck? 
 

    Put a bead of glue around the 

deck edge and introduce the hull 

stern first using elastic band as an 

aid.  

 

METHOD of   holding the deck to 

the hull while gluing in picture….. 

  Leave for at least 24 hours as the 

glue is slow to set hard.  Mind you 

do not distort the deck with too strong elastic. 

ONLY USE Evo-Stik ‘SERIOUS GLUE’ on ‘PET G’       ( rubbery type glue, 

clear AND ALLOW A DAY TO SET BEFORE PROCEEDING. 

Polypipe   GLUE only suitable for STYRENE… 

 

  Finish the profile of the aluminium laser cut fin and 

glue to the lead ballast weight. (epoxy or serious glue). 

 

 The hull keel hole may be cut now a modeling knife 

will do the job. Sheet steel Nibbler is best! 

  You are now ready to fit the keel to the hole in the hull, 

check overall max permitted height measurements!  

 

The centrifugally cast lead  

ballast weight may need 

slight dressing and should 

definitely be painted later. 

(brass reinforcing) and 

carefully finished. 

Finnigans Smoothright 

paint will give a ‘glass’ 

finish with soft brush and 

is very durable.  (read the 

instructions!) 

Shorten top 2mm-

3mm if necessary ti 

fit measuring box. 
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Alternative  Extra mast positions if required 

… the 3.5mm solid mast plug can support the 

mast assembly from the bilge where it is 

glued. OR C/F tube to Slide down and glue to 

bilge if mast supports are fitted to deck 

first..Use discs over glue…. UPRIGHT… SO 

BE VERY CAREFUL. See EXTRA 

PICTURES BELOW..  Cut to length before 

fixing and use dummy masts to line up 

vertically to trailing edge of keel. (My bench 

vice is set up vertical and I use the workshop 

window edge & spirit level to aid this very 

important alignment. SEE EXTRA 

PICTURES BELOW. 

 
These next general assembly measurements,  will help give correct  mast and keel angles to 

the waterline,  FOR ‘POSH’ UNARIG  AND BERMUDIAN RIGS. Please note , swing 

type rigs are really for advanced sailors and can be difficult to handle in certain 

circumstances. So please look at the  Graham Tite ‘POSH  Unarig’ detail which handles 

perfectly!  

NOTE .. Unarig mast kingpost  position is the front one and deck sheeting fairleads 

forward of both masts by 45mm. as illustrated.  

The Carbon/Fibre mast tube assemblies 3.5mm ID are now introduced through the 5.5 drilled 

deck and glued using two discs pre drilled push fits to support glue (with difficult access!) 

  Note..The following general assembly dimensions fit the keels Centre of Gravity over the 

Centre of Buoyancy of the hull. The boat will then float correctly with the transom just below 

or at the 

waterline. 

The 

balance of 

any sail 

and  

centre of 

effort is 

tuned to 

the boat 

by the cut 

of your 

sails to 

give a 

slight luff 

(weather 

helm) 
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11. The step at the top of the fin fits up to the deck hatch recess with a good gusset of glue 

using the PETG insert for lateral rigidity .. see extra pictures below..Leave upside 

down to set before gluing the bilge slot opening to the fin, check water tight later (fill 

hull with water). Patience will be rewarded, this glue takes time to cure.  
 

NOW FOR THE LASER CUT RUDDER 
 

12.   General arrangement detail for aluminium one piece rudder.  Fair off edges like a 

plane wing. 

DO NOT deviate from 14 mm length actuating horn 

 

Very important to have the connecting horn link hole in vertical alignment with 

the Pintle pivot, (Parallel to transom).  14mm pivot length, EQUAL TO SERVO 

HORN. (less than 14mm will cause a lock over centre and servo failure!! 

 

THE MK10 ALLOWS LEFT 

OR RIGHT MOUNTED 

SERVO AND RUDDER 

HORNS AND CONTROL 

ROD 
NOTE === 

This takes advantage of extra 

travel with END STOP 

adjustment availability on newer 

transmitters. 

NOTE this is an accurate way to 

make a perfect rudder which is 

now laser cut in bulk quantity by 

http://www.aldridgelaser.co.uk/    

Specialists in Aluminium 

fabrications. 
ALUMINIUM LASER CUT RUDDER DETAILS 
Designed to  

give maximum water 

penetration when 

resisting a gust running 

before the wind! Some 

satisfaction gained from 

passing BROACHED 

leading boats coming 

towards you in the 

wrong direction! 

 

http://www.aldridgelaser.co.uk/
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       Follow the 3 pictures to fabricate the rudder 

 
Set up level in a leveled vice. 

 

Flatten 

tags down. 

Insert 

brass tube 

with pin 

clamped 

level. 

Starting in 

the centre, 

close up 

tags with 

suitable 

pliers. 

Clean up , file to 24mm length EMERY for looks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 4 and later 2 size battery box preferred ‘AAA’ with provision for ‘AA’ 4 

Flat pack. 

 

Mount on hull floor close to transom 

centrally, allowing room to replace 

the elastic band that retains the AAA 

pack. 

Do not use more than 4 flatpack or 

the smoke will come out of your 

Servo’s 
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NOW FOR THE HATCH & ELECTRONICS  

The transparent Mk9 PETG hatch, needs no cut windows. 

This layout is simple and universally exchangeable with my other 1299 boats, only if you 

keep to these dimensions! So reducing the extra cost for more control gear for extra boats and 

spares, I hope you agree?  

The  Mainsheet POWER arm 

about 52mm is adequate if you 

have used my rigging dimensions. 

Any longer is likely to stall the 

servo and let the smoke out of the 

motor. Note the curve and copy it 

carefully, this is very important  

for good traversing function of the 

sheet loop or ring which gives 

effective extra power when close 

hauled. The rudder servo horn is 

now reversible (23mm was 

17mm) with matching RH rudder, this gives more travel for the POWER ARM using end 

stop adjustment now available on transmitters. 

Silicone grease will need to be applied to the exposed armatures on both servos with 

our special ‘O’rings (countersink horns). Glue servos to the hatch cover inside with 

‘SERIOUS GLUE’, include spacer 2mm ‘O’ rings with high standing type servos, this 

glue will allow non-destructive replacement later. There is a spare hatch in case! I use a 

waterproof switch cover and mini switch from Maplin, complete unit mounted 
under 10mm hole in hatch and a 

low voltage battery check metering 

device from Servo Shop.  

4 Eneloop 800Mah ‘AAA’s do work  

well, though it is safer to change for 

fresh batteries half way through a  

day’s racing. 

Please note the RX aerial connection 

to the circuit board is vulnerable to 

so much handling!  apply a thin glue 

web support to hold fast out of the 

way of the hatch and recess. 

Note – with a Carbon Fibre boat, the aerial will need go through the hatch to be 

outside. 
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A good servo is essential to 

reliability and performance 
The Hextronik MG14, Turnigy-9018 metal 

gear 13Gm. And servo shop MG 90, have 

readymade undercuts that takes an ‘O’ Ring 

making a waterproof seal a simple task. Take 

care to allow for the thickness of ‘O’ ring, 

countersink the horn and use our special 

ring.. DO NOT LOCK UP the power arm 

which must travel freely (same with rudder 

servo) Silicone grease.. 

 See Countersinking horn tool above--  

 

Details for making and assembling the 

simplest actuating power arm. No glue 

required – use silicone fuel line! 

 

52mm length active slide radiused  to 

inside end stop of plastic servo arm. 

OR risk letting the smoke out!! 

 

This gives the correct travel and 

differential power applied to the 

main boom through the finest sheet 

(fishing woven line) using a small 

sliding ring.    

 

 

 

 Might be a good idea to see that 

all this effort fits into the 

‘FOOTY MEASURING’ box. 

NOTE--- 

The latest servos are 2mm 

higher when mounted in the 

control hatch.  

This may have to be 

compensated by shortening the 

fin preferably at the top. Or 

lowering the component profile. 

See pictures below...  

http://www.stevewebb.co.uk/index.php?pid=MG90&area=Servo
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Months developing this simple to make all weather sail set for the 1299 by Graham Tite who is keen 

to share his knowledge from ‘Sailboard’ Racing at National level. Confident of their success which he 

has demonstrated. E:mail Graham.  graham.tite@btinternet.com 

Many thanks to Roger Unitt for all his experience and help with Computer Aided Design on our ‘Posh Sails’  

We still cannot beat Graham with his ‘Posh Sails’  at BMYC 

 FINALLY Please see that the clew ends of the booms are all carefully weighted to just 
fall to leeward on the boat heeling. 

mailto:graham.tite@btinternet.com
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Racing experienced a success at WICKSTEED 

May 8 2010 overall 2
nd

. Sailed as picture, detailed 

below.  

There was a strong wind when boats were 

characteristically ‘Footy nose diving ‘and broaching. 

Settling down after a decent start and building a 

comfortable lead by the finish after 2 laps. A stiff 

breeze and managing to sail in a straight line without 

‘diving’ and carrying a comparatively large sail was 

rewarded. 

 

 

Sail dimensions below. 
 

Unarig proven sail for 

strong winds  
May 8 2010 

competition using the 

sail pictured, this 

proved a success, in a 

strong wind.  

 
This powerful 

unarig sail was 

made for me by 

John Meredith; I 

swapped him a hull 

for it!  Please stick 

with these exact 

dimensions!!  

The 1299 hull form 

was ideally suited 

to this sail giving 

amazing power in 

a strong wind.    

                         

Thank you John 

Meredith 

 

Here are the 
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rest of the professionally made accurate parts available, for you to look at. 

All specially designed for easy assembly with ‘Sticks like ** glue’ in the 1299 

Mk 9. Described above with more detail. 

 

You can improve the fin and rudder profiles by filing the leading and trailing 

edges to emulate an aircraft wing. I use a belt sander to start the process.  

 

 

 

 

This is a guide to identify some of the pre made parts and shapes in the kit, 

we can supply these 1299 Footy parts separately (see price list) and you may 

use them as you wish.  Please let us know how you get on? 
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Interesting information about the tooling for vacuum forming this footy 

The hull. Part of the vacuum forming tools 

carefully handmade to produce a set of parts 

to make your new boat. 

7 Months it has taken to this stage! 

You should be able to obtain all the 

rest and make a ‘racing footy’ in days. 

Please let me have your picture and 

successes? 

 

LIGHTWEIGHT Red fleck GRP molding 

using the vacuum form as a mold (use 

PVA release agent).Anyone who has a 

‘LASER’?  This is a very accurate way of 

marking out centre lines. ( does not work on 

‘|PET G’ which is see through, unless you 

paint the bilge)   Mark out  the keel position  

with a ruler use extended pintle as datum 

(both sides). 

 

NOW YOU CAN START! Please build using the 

recommended dimensions. You will benefit by being able to try others 

bits and pieces.  Standardisation is best. 
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Testing new design sails at BMYC 

 

 

 

 

 

Tune- 

up by 

Roger Unitt  

NOTE.. Unarig in FRONT 

Mast position. This prototype boat has a 

Helicopter blade fin. 

Roger and Mark Unitt also supply cut sail adhesive numbers and the 

‘1299 FOOTY’ hull sticker you may see on our latest boats. 

 

Email Mark Unitt for details Price and orders for 1299 Footy Stickers 
markunitt@googlemail.com 

 

 

Three recently built 

1299’s  ready to go 

Taped up and        

watertight 

 

   

Remember   

SWING RIG REAR 

MAST    POSITION 

mailto:markunitt@googlemail.com
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Stand made by Roger Unitt 
A stand is something you will find useful when tuning up at race 

meetings, Roger spends time in preparing and we know it makes sense. 

Please email any time we can help your 1299’s progress.. We can fix any 

manufacturing mistakes, just ask!! Don’t worry.. 

 

E Mail  Peter J Henderson reflectionspjh@blueyonder.co.uk 

OR       Graham Tite   graham.tite@btinternet.com 

 
CHECK YOUR FOOTY FITS INTO THE MEASURING BOX..THE NEW SERVOS ARE 2mm HIGHER!! 
Please have you registered your new Footy -- Peter Shepherd will be pleased to do it FREE 

Click here to register and see what the other Footy’s are now doing!! 

mailto:reflectionspjh@blueyonder.co.uk
mailto:graham.tite@btinternet.com
mailto:graham.tite@btinternet.com
http://www.sailfootyuk.com/registration-uk.html
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http://www.sailfootyuk.com/registration-uk.html; 

GENERAL LAYOUT PICTURES & MORE INFORMATION 

Next pages 

  

http://www.sailfootyuk.com/registration-uk.html
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